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ABSTRACT

Query optimization is challenging for any database system, even with a clear understanding of its inner workings. Consider then, query planning for a federation of third-party data sources where little detail is known. This is exactly the challenge of orchestrating data execution and movement faced by Tableau’s cross-database joins feature, where the data of a query originates from two or more data sources. In this paper, we present our work on using machine learning techniques to address one of the most fundamental challenges in federated query optimization: the dynamic designation of a federation engine. Our machine learning model learns the performance and data characteristics of a system by extracting features from query plans. We further extend the ability of our model to manipulate database settings on a per query level. Our experimental results demonstrate that we can achieve a speedup of up to 10.7× compared to an existing federated query optimizer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of datasets generated and residing in multiple sources has increased demand for querying data managed by more than one database. In response to these requests, starting in Tableau 10, the cross-database joins feature [2] allows users to create connections to more than 60 data sources and directly join datasets across platforms. This functionality addresses a fundamental requirement for users that is even more important than fast query performance, namely the ability to easily access local and remote data spread across an organization.

At a high level, the execution of a federated query, a query with cross-database joins, shares similarities with traditional query execution: a query plan is generated and then executed. In Tableau, this query plan is composed of component query plans executed on each data source [3]. The component results are then combined, e.g., via joins or unions, by a single data source chosen to be the federation engine. In such a process, the federation engine relies on individual data sources to locally optimize their individual plans and hopes that such a solution also yields a globally performant plan. However, the selection of the federation engine in Tableau is static and does not change for different workloads. This can lead to long runtimes since a poor choice of federation engine can lead to moving large amounts of data between data sources or lead to splitting the work amongst the components inappropriately.

In traditional databases, the solution would be to create a global cost model which is evaluated over a set of enumerated query plans. However, this is a challenge for federated queries as data sources act as black boxes. Furthermore, the internal cost models of the data sources may be incorrect due to poor system configurations or not accounting for unique costs associated with data transfer in federated systems.

In this paper, we present our supervised machine learning approach on dynamically choosing the federation engine and optimizing per query to minimize query runtime. This involves learning a model to predict runtimes as well as partially enumerating a set of plans that the costs can be evaluated on. Doing so requires both extracting information out of the data sources in order to predict runtimes as well as being able to manipulate the system to evaluate and execute the desired plans. We achieve this using mechanisms that are readily available in most database systems, namely through EXPLAIN PLAN and by sending appropriate hints and settings (e.g., `enable_nestloop`) with the SQL statements themselves.

One of the biggest challenges in federation engine prediction is determining the inputs, or in other words, the features of our predictive model. Because data sources are installed in a user’s secure working environment, we cannot directly access statistics, such as histograms, that are typically used in cost models. However, using EXPLAIN PLAN allows us to access a limited number of aggregated statistics and estimates. We examined several feature sets based on these as
well as feature sets based on the SQL texts themselves and found the following to be useful features for the model: (i) estimated foreign cost, i.e., the estimated cost of completing component query plan on each data source (ii) estimated transfer size, i.e., the estimated amount of data that needs transfer from a data source to the federation engine, and (iii) estimated local cost, i.e., the estimated cost of combining all results received from each data source on the federation engine before returning the final results to users.

We evaluated the performance of our approach on both Join Order Benchmark (JOB) [22] and TPC-H [7] workloads. We compared our approach against the federation engine selected directly based on the estimates in traditional query optimizers. We observed that our approach could achieve speedups of up to 4.5x and 10.7x for TPC-H and JOB workload respectively.

Outline. The chief contribution of this paper is the machine learning-based approach to optimize federated query execution. We describe our methodology of representing query related information and our learning workflow in Section 2. We present our evaluation setups and demonstrate the performance speedups we can achieve in Section 3. Lastly, we discuss related work in Section 4 and discuss future work in Section 5.

2 LEARNED FEDERATED QUERY EXECUTION

In this section, we first provide background information regarding federated query processing. We then describe the feature representation as well as the machine learning workflow we use to optimize federated queries.

2.1 Federated Query Execution

A federated query, denoted as \( q \in Q \), is a query that retrieves information from datasets stored on a set of data sources \( D_q \subseteq D \), where \( |D_q| > 1 \). Those data sources are heterogeneous systems\(^1\) on local or remote servers. To execute a federated query, we need to designate one data source in \( D_q \) to control and coordinate the manipulation of these data sources. We call this data source the federation engine for query \( q \) and denote it as \( FE_q \). A federation engine is in charge of (a) generating a federated query plan, (b) receiving and processing data transferred from other data sources, and (c) returning final results to users. An example is shown in Figure 1.

Choosing a federation engine has a significant impact on the overall runtime of a federation query. A naive approach designates the same system as the federation engine for all queries. Currently, in Tableau, by default the local Hyper

\[^1\text{In this paper, we focus on relational data sources such as Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle and PostgreSQL.}\]

Figure 1: An Overview of a Federated Query Execution

[18] instance is always the federation engine. However, this approach is not optimal in many scenarios. Suppose a query accesses two tables, one small and one large. If the small table is stored on the local instance and the large table is stored on a remote data source, then the current approach may move the large dataset to Hyper and thus increase the overall query latency. Instead, a more efficient solution would designate the data source that contains the large dataset as the alternative federation engine; such an approach avoids costly data movement across the network and consequently improves query runtime.

The choice of federation engine can be seen as a query optimization problem. Given a federated query, we can enumerate a set of query plans, one (or more) for using each possible data source as the federation engine. In some cases, multiple query plans can be generated per choice of federation engine through the use of query hints or settings. We can then choose the data source with the smallest estimated runtime as the alternative federation engine for the query. The difficulty of the problem is that there is no reasonable cost model that can be assumed. While homogeneous systems can make reasonable assumptions about the relative costs of different operations, federated systems must deal with the unknown performance characteristics of each system as well as factors, such as network speed, which cannot be hard coded. Thus, one must learn the cost model.

2.2 Our Machine Learning Approach

Learning a cost model to predict query runtime is challenging since executing queries to collect training data is expensive. Thus, it is important to choose a limited number of features that are highly informative. Furthermore, these features must be computable from the limited knowledge available from the data sources.

Our approach is to generate a set of candidate queries and use the results of an EXPLAIN PLAN for the data sources. This allows us to indirectly access statistics in a way that is readily available in many database systems. Furthermore, this effectively allows us to perform query plan enumeration over a much larger set than the federation engine would
otherwise be able to do by itself. As each of the data sources performs query optimization for its portion of work, each enumerates a set of query plans and performs an initial pruning based on its knowledge of local costs. The federation engine takes this small set of good candidates from the set of all enumerated queries and evaluates the cost of the candidates. This accounts for global costs that data sources are not aware of, as well as the heterogeneity of the data sources. The absolute scales of component cost estimates are not directly comparable due to differences in hardware capabilities and the software. This approach can also provide a means to mitigate the effects of a poor cost model in data sources.

**Feature Representation.** A federated query plan, generated by a query optimizer, specifies both partial execution details on each remote data source and the final steps executed on the federation engine. Figure 2 depicts an example of a federated query plan using a query in Join Order Benchmark [22]. Here, we distribute datasets required to answer this query on three data sources and designate \( d_1 \) as the federation engine. In this example, we first join table \( mk \) with \( k \), \( cn \) with \( mc \) respectively on \( d_1 \) and only move the partial results to \( d_1 \). On the other hand, we directly scan table \( t \) on \( d_2 \) and move all tuples in \( t \) to \( d_1 \). Note that, even for the same query, using a different data source as the alternative federation engine will result in entirely different query plans.

![Figure 2: An Example of a Federated Query Plan](image)

The model features we can extract from a federated system are limited. We choose a generic mechanism to obtain features by parsing the results of EXPLAIN PLANs. Given a federated query plan, we extract three types of features: (i) the estimated foreign costs \( F \), (ii) the estimated transfer sizes \( T \), and (iii) the estimated local cost \( l \). The foreign costs and transfer sizes are computed per data source and directed pair of data sources respectively. These choices target specific areas where the query optimizer’s cost model is likely to have gross errors. These include network costs and foreign costs, both which involve network links and hardware that can vary significantly among machines.

We define each \( f_i \in F \) as the total estimated cost of all operators processing on each foreign data source \( d_i \). Similarly, we define each \( t_i \in T \) as the total volume of data that must be moved from \( d_i \) to the federation engine via the network. Each \( t_i \) is calculated as the total number of estimated rows returned at \( d_i \) multiplied by the estimated size in bytes of the returned rows. Last but not least, we define the local cost \( l \) as the total estimated cost executed on the federation engine. Examples of this cost include the costs that result from scan and join operators that are local to the federation engine.

**Workflow and Model.** To train a model, we generate multiple SQL queries which add information designating the federation engine and other query settings. We then collect the query plan generated by the query optimizers for each of these and extract the machine learning features from the statistics contained in each plan. We generate training data containing the features and the actual runtimes for a set of queries that have been executed. We then fit a random forest regression model (RF) to predict actual runtimes. We fit separate RF models for different query settings as they can drastically change performance characteristics. This is equivalent to introducing a feature encoding the query setting and fully interacting it with all other feature variables.

When a new query comes in, we first extract features from the query plans using each of the data sources as the federation engine. Note that these query plans are obtained without physically running the plan\(^2\). We select the alternative federation engine and system setting according to the runtime predicted by the model.

We initially evaluated random forests, linear SVMs, and linear regression models while treating the problem as both a regression problem for predicting the actual runtime as well as a classification problem for predicting the best query plan. We found that random forests were more robust and the regression formulation was more useful in decreasing overall runtime as the best two plans could have very similar runtimes. We also experimented with including features based on the SQL text itself and a few other statistics such as the estimated number of rows returned by an operator. In each case, we found that they did not improve predictions given the data sizes available to us. This suggests that, locally, each data source appropriately combines raw statistics, and a machine learning model does not find gross errors that it can correct for given just these statistics.

### 3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our machine learning method on the ability to improve query runtime.

\(^2\) Collecting query plans is not entirely free, primarily due to join order optimization, e.g., JOB has up to 16 joins. Also, optimizing federated query plans requires communication with remote data sources to optimize their query plan fragments. In our experiments, the median time to optimize federated queries in TPC-H and JOB was 0.5 and 1.8 seconds respectively.
We show that our approach consistently outperforms the approach that uses the query optimizer’s cost model to select the federation engine and system settings on various workloads.

3.1 Experimental Setting

Federation System Setup. Our experiments were run on a federation of three PostgreSQL servers. Servers \(pa_1\) and \(pa_2\) were located in Palo Alto, while the third server, \(sea\), was located in Seattle. Every \(pa\) server was a 20-core machine with 32 GB memory while \(sea\) server was a 16-core machine with 197 GB memory. Therefore, as shown in Table 1, network metrics vary significantly and are asymmetric with respect to source and destination. All machines were running CentOS Linux 7 and PostgreSQL v10.4 [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server to Server</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Mbits/sec)</th>
<th>Ping (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(pa_2 \rightarrow pa_1)</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pa_1 \rightarrow pa_2)</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sea \rightarrow pa_1)</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sea \rightarrow pa_2)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pa_2 \rightarrow sea)</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pa_1 \rightarrow sea)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Network Metrics by Bandwidth and Ping**

PostgreSQL supports federated query execution via a Foreign Data Wrapper (FDW) [4]. When a user issues a federated query using one server as the federation engine, FDW generates a federated query plan based on its internal cost model. Each federated query plan is very similar to a query plan on a single server. It specifies the physical query operators as well as the execution order. More importantly, it orchestrates the data movement across the network by deciding which parts of the query to execute on remote and local server respectively. Even for the same query, the federated query plans are different when designating a different server as the federation engine.

Workloads. We used two workloads, the Join Order Benchmark (JOB) and the TPC-H benchmark. JOB uses a snapshot of data from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), 3.6 GB as CSV files. There are 113 unique queries with between 3 and 16 joins. The TPC-H benchmark was run at scale factor 1, i.e., 1 GB as CSV files. The TPC-H query workload consisted of 10 streams of the 22 standard benchmark queries, for a total of 207 unique queries.\(^3\)

Our experiments used a fixed assignment of tables to servers as listed in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. This approach reflects the distributed ownership of data that is common even within a single organization. However, this framework easily supports alternative table assignments or experiments to optimize table assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(pa_1)</td>
<td>complete_cast, comp_cast_type, link_type movie_info, movie_info_idx, movie_link title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pa_2)</td>
<td>aka_title, company_name, company_type keyword, kind_type, movie_companies movie_keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sea)</td>
<td>aka_name, cast_info, char_name, info_type name, person_info, role_type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: JOB Table Assignment to Servers**

Modeling and Metrics. To obtain experimental datasets, we ran every federated query on each of its data sources and collected query plans as well as actual query runtime. We extracted features from those query plans as described in Section 2, and used actual query runtime as our training labels. We prevented long running queries by setting a statement timeout of 120 minutes for both JOB and TPC-H. For those timeout queries, we approximated their actual time as twice the timeout value. Moreover, for each federated query, we noted the data source with the smallest actual runtime as the best federation engine (Best) of that query.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(pa_1)</td>
<td>lineitem, orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pa_2)</td>
<td>part, partsupp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sea)</td>
<td>customer, nation, region, supplier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: TPC-H Table Assignment to Servers**

To evaluate the ability of our model to reduce runtime, we used 5-fold cross validation. Within each fold, we trained on 80% of the queries and predicted the runtime and chose the predicted best query plan for the remaining 20% of queries. (These are the original JOB and TPC-H queries without federation engine selection.) We compared our random forest (RF) method against the federated query optimizer (QO). QO made decisions directly based on cost estimates returned by the query optimizer.

We compared the performance of RF with the QO on query runtime. Specifically, we computed the relative runtime difference. We define the relative runtime difference of a method \(M\) to be the actual runtime difference between \(M\) and the best plan divided by the runtime of the best plan. This difference is zero if the selected federation engine and query settings for method \(M\) are the optimal ones.
3.2 Prediction Evaluation

We first evaluated the effectiveness of RF on both federation engine selection and choosing query settings. We investigated specifically on query optimizer’s enable_nestloop parameter, due to its significant impact on varying query runtime and plans.

This results in 6 possible query plans, 3 from the choice of federation engine times 2 choices on whether to enable nested loop joins. In our RF method, we collected the actual runtime for each query with nested loop on and off respectively. We then trained two separate models, one for nested loop enabled and another for nested loop disabled. At the testing phase, we predicted both federation engine and nested loop status based on the runtime estimated from all six possible cases. In this experiment, there were 152 out of 207 TPC-H queries and 66 out of 113 JOB queries that had the fastest query runtime with nested loop enabled. We reported the average runtime per query for both TPC-H and JOB workloads in Table 4(a). We also depicted the relative runtime difference in Figure 3 in log scale.

For TPC-H, RF achieved query runtime almost as fast as the best we could achieve, and had a speedup of 4.5x compared to QO. For the JOB workload, even though 6.2% of data points had an imputed training label due to timeouts, RF still significantly outperformed QO with a speedup of 10.7x. This result was because our model was able to intelligently decide the status of nested loop setting, while QO always estimated that enabling nest loop was the best choice. Moreover, we observed that the median of relative runtime difference for RF and QO is 0.5 and 1.3 respectively, while the 95th percentile of relative runtime difference for RF and QO is 6.0 and 692.0 respectively. These results demonstrate that RF can effectively learn to make better predictions from the estimates and consistently reduce the runtime compared to the federated query optimizer.

3.3 Default System Setting

We further evaluated the performance of RF over the default federated systems setting. Here, we trained our model on data points where nested loop was on and only predicted the federated engine among three data source candidates. We show the average query runtime in Table 4(b) and relative runtime difference of this experiment in Figure 4.

For JOB queries, RF had a speedup of 1.64x compared to QO, or on average 10 minutes faster than QO per query. Moreover, the mean percentile of relative runtime difference for RF was 0.17, smaller than the mean percentile (0.5) in Section 3.2. Recall that this model was only trained on a relatively small dataset with 270 data points on average. On the other hand, RF was slightly better than QO on the TPC-H workload, achieving a speedup of 1.11x and a speedup of 3.83x with respect to Best.

Finally, we analyzed the importances of RF features for JOB queries over the default system settings. The overall importance of the three classes of RF features, estimated foreign costs, estimated transfer sizes, and estimated local cost, were 0.50, 0.25, and 0.25 respectively. All three feature classes were important to the RF model, with estimated foreign costs being the most important.

4 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss prior work related to this paper.

Data Federations. There are many prior examples of research into data federations that involve some measure of query optimization [11, 14, 26, 27, 29]. Notably Garlic [26] uses a wrapper architecture to provide cost and cardinality information of remote data sources, extending classic query optimization techniques to federated data. More recent work in the context of Spark SQL [10], Presto [6], and System-PV [17] support distributed SQL processing on remote data.

![Figure 3: Relative Runtime Difference – The box boundary represents the 25th and 75th percentiles while the whisker represents the 95th percentiles of the distribution.](image)

![Figure 4: Relative Runtime Difference with Nested Loop Enabled](image)
sources using connector architectures. Generally these system have at least basic query optimizations to push some query processing to the remote data source, with System-PV having two phases of query optimization, a global optimization phase and one specialized for the remote data. The emphasis is on mediating differences in the data models and their query languages. The same can be said for Polystores [8, 12, 28, 31].

Of these, the work that has some similarity to ours is RHEEM [8], which extends classic cost-based query optimization to multiple data sources by incorporating a priori detailed knowledge of their operators and using simple linear regression to calibrate cost model functions of individual query operators. The approach reimplements the functionality, including cardinality estimation and cost modeling, of remote data sources' query optimizers. We instead leverage existing database optimizers under the presumption that they can perform better local optimizations than ourselves, and we exploit mechanisms that require minimal knowledge of the inner workings of data sources.

Finally, a related area is that of multi-model databases, e.g., Oracle, Drill [15], and AsterixDB [1], to name just a few. These systems optimize queries for multiple data models; however, they are not federated systems. To sum up, except where stated otherwise, the emphasis of this body of work is on managing and specializing for the heterogeneity of the data sources rather than significantly orchestrating data execution and data movement. Additionally, none of these systems use machine learning (except RHEEM) to optimize the choice of federation engine or manipulate database settings on a per query level.

**Machine Learning in Database Systems.** Machine learning techniques have been applied to a number of problems and components in database systems. One fundamental problem is predicting the performance of a query. Ganapathi et al. [13] use Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) model to estimate multiple metrics of interest including query runtime, records used, disk I/O and message bytes. For 85% of their test queries, the predicted runtime is within 20% of the actual query runtime. Akdere et al. [9] further improve query runtime prediction by constructing finer-grained features and training prediction models at the operator level. Examples of other machine-learning based predictions in database systems include query cardinality estimation [19, 24] and resource estimation [23]. These predictions can be used, for example, in database tuning [30] or learned index structures [20]. Machine Learning has also been used to improve query execution. Cuttlefish [16] provides a system that adaptively tunes a query plan's operators using multi-armed bandit techniques. [21] and [25] apply deep learning for better query plan enumeration.

Although tied together by the common theme of machine learning, each task faces significantly different challenges involving the inputs available to the methods, the size of the training data, and the actions that can be taken. For example, join order enumeration tasks are able to generate large training data sets since they do not run the actual query plans. They only require the relatively fast cost estimates from the query optimizer. Pure prediction tasks do not address what actions can be taken by a system. Our work examines the problem of improving query runtimes in federated query processing systems. This task involves both prediction of query runtimes and taking actions that can improve them. As these systems can be heterogeneous, a static cost model that cannot take into account the different data sources, network topology, and other factors can grossly misestimate costs. Furthermore, any machine learning system only has a limited amount of information available to it as inputs and a limited number of actions it can take. Our work shows that by exploiting common query plan features and manipulating a few database settings on a per query level, we can enumerate a small number of candidate query plans and use machine learning to choose among them to significantly improve performance.

## 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, we showed that simple machine learning techniques can significantly improve query performance, compared to the federated PostgreSQL query optimizer, when choosing alternative federation engines in a federation of data sources. We evaluated these techniques using JOB and TPC-H workloads on both federation engine selection and choosing query settings. Our machine learning model improved query runtime, in some cases up to the best possible runtime where every query was assigned to its ideal federation engine with the best possible query settings.

In the future, we plan to conduct more performance evaluations, including varying the assignment of tables to data sources, evaluating additional workloads (e.g., TPC-DS and workloads from Tableau), using a federation of data sources besides PostgreSQL, and the ability to manipulate more query settings given limited data. Additionally, there are several interesting research directions we intend to pursue. First of all, we plan to extend our methodology to broader use cases. For example, rather than limiting plans to using a single federation engine that all data sources communicate with, we consider using multiple engines to further orchestrate query plans. We also want to consider alternative machine learning goals, such as optimizing for robustness rather than best performance and accounting for uncertainty in the predictions.